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Course code Course title Course outcome 

19A1CC1 PRINCIPLES 
OF 

ACCOUNTING 

The student shall be able to  
-explain the meaning of accounting and its terminologies, 

differentiate concepts and conventions, and cut clearly across, 

framework of concepts 
-prepare journal, ledger, trial balance and final accounts of sole 

trading concerns 

-reconcile between bank pass book and cash book balances, rectify 

errors in journals and ledger balances before and after the 
preparation of final accounts 

-spell out the nature and types of accounting records to be 

prepared in cash of short term agreements of trade 
-account for records of transactions involving sale with 

accountability and control 

19A1CC2 Business 
Communication 

The student shall be able to  
-outline what communication is, have a wider spectrum of 

knowledge on modes of communication, and throw light on the 

barriers, while communicating 

-gain theoretical framework in writing business  letters 
-draft  business, trade and circular letters comprehensively 

-perform the secretarial practice of preparation of notice and 

minutes for meeting 
-design job applications and handle job appreciations at workplace 



19A1AC1 Statistical 
Methods 

The student shall be able to  
-explain statistic in clear cut terms, recognize the types of data, and 

bring out the contours of sampling 

-critique on measures of central tendency and dispersion 

-analyzecasual relationship between variables 
-formulate Regression Equations and estimate variables 

-prepare present trends, and make analysis series of time 

 Fundamentals 
of Financial 

accounting 

The student shall be able to  
-prepare journal, ledger and trial balance based on principles of 

accounting 

-record transactions in subsidiary books and  
-arrive at profit and identify the position of the company using final 

accounts 

 Financial 

Accounting 

The student shall be able to 

-offer clerical assistance in recording Bill of Exchange transactions 
-help organization to arrive at common date for collection of interest 

-appraise on the different methods and application of the same in 

calculating depreciation 
-aid in preparation of insolvency accounts of individuals 

-facilitate organizations engaged in hire purchase business ; to 

record accounting details 

19 A2CC4 Marketing The student shall be able to 
-spell out the cognitive of marketing and marketing mix, and its 

recent dynamics 

-hghlight the process of evolution of product, its life cycle, and the 
elements of policy development of a product and apply the same in 

business / industry 

-identify and apply different methods of pricing, in different types of 
businesses 

-explain the kinds of channel members, and the influencers and 

formation of channels 



-communicate the potents on promotional tools, and their 
adaptation 

19 A2AC2 Business 

Mathematics 

-aid financial  interest calculations in business transactions 

-compute small / micro differences  using differential  calculus 

-calculate probability  for simple scientific / business events 
-explore mathematical magic in series of numbers, in additive and 

multiplicative series 

-apply mathematics in variety or number of ways of arrangement of 
events 

19A2NME2 Fundamentals 

of Financial 

Accounting 

The student shall be able to 

-pepare journal, ledger and trial balance based on principles of 

accounting 
-record transactions in subsidiary books and  

-arrive at profit and identify the position of the company using final 

accounts 

19A3CC5 Advanced 

Accounting 

The student shall be able to 

-prepare receipts & payments, income and expenditure and balance 

sheet, of non-trading concerns 
-design statement  of affairs, for incomplete records 

-maintain accounting records for branches 

-compute insurance claims for loss of profit / stock 

-find out the results of department store operations 

19A3CC6 Cost Accounting 

concepts 

The student shall be able to 

-relate costs, costing and cost accounting concepts, types, 

methods, and techniques as a branch of accounting, crisis crossing 
with financial and management accounting 

-classify costs, and prepare cost sheet, tenders & quotations 

-choose between, different methods of pricing crises in stores ledger 
account, based on the business environmental factors, and 

compute optimum ordering quantity and levels of inventory 

-compute labour cost & turnover, idle time over time and deduce 



incentives under different schemes 
-differentiate between allocation and absorption of overheads and 

prepare relevant statements 

19A3CC7 Practical 

Banking 

The student shall be able to 

-identify the relationship between banker & customer, acquaint 
with opening different types of accounts with bankers procedure of 

familiarize with operation of bank accounts 

-explain the mittigritties of the provisions of NI, Act 1881, regarding 
NIS 

-enumerate the provisions for paying and collecting banker 

-explain credit creation and ways of advances, and the principles 
behind sound lending 

-outline the technological applications in banking businesses, 

connecting customers 

19E3ACA3  Principles 
of financial 

accounting and 

Accounting 
Package 

The student shall be able to 
-acquaint with principles of accounting, state the accounting 

concepts, and the significance of double entry system of banking 

-formulate journal, ledger, trial balance and maintain sub books for 
end concerns 

-prepare final accounts of sole trading concerns 

-use Tally ERP, in creation of company groups & ledgers, stock 
units 

-create accounting voucher in Tally ERP, and be able to display 

final accounts of sole trading concerns 

19A3SB1 Self 
management 

skills 

The student shall be able to 
-identify individuals psychological needs, stages contextually 

-analyse themselves clearly spotting out their S,W,O & C and 

acquaint with real self better 
-critique internal and external motivators, and communicate to 

others 

-set goals through procedural framework 



-become aware on Emotional Intelligence and familiarize with ways 
of enhancing emotional intelligence & measure it 

19A4CC8  Partnership 

Accounting 

The student shall be able to 

-pronounce the basics of partnership Act, regarding maintanence of 

books of accounts of firm and deal with past guarantees & 
adjustments 

-record accounting transactions during admission, retirement, 

death of partner 
-account for dissolution of partnership firm 

-record for amalgamation of firms and sale of a firm to a company 

-substantiate and account for JLP under, categorical treatment 

19A4CC9 Cost Accounting 
Methods 

The student shall be able to 
-help organisations in preparing contract accounts and accounts 

for intermittent production 

-calculate costs for continuous production  at stages, 
demonstrating the extent of equivalent completed units, and 

identify inter process profits 

-calculate costs for operations like transport, powerhouse, cinema 
-reconcile between cost and financial records 

-explain the vibrant trends in cost accounting 

 19A4CC10 Principles and 

Practice of 
Management 

 The student shall be able to 

-rationalise concepts of GM and theories of Gm 
-provide a bird’s eye view on the meaning, importance and 

enumerate the planning process 

-choose between structure of organization benefitting each type and 
nature of activities involved, and prepare charts of manuals 

-summaries induction and generalized, sources of recruitment & 

selection process, types of training, developmental exercises 
-explain the techniques behind direction and control and 

summaries steps involved in control 

19A4SB2 Interpersonal The student shall be able to 



 

skills -hone her positive attitude and discern her negativity 
-sharpen & enhance interpersonal relational skills 

-be assertive in communicating in social relationships 

-negotiate in dealings with one another 

-contribute to decision making in groups and engage in decision 
process 


